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It would appear that the 42nd Oxford Joint Planning LawConference, dedicated to the memory of Professor
Sir Peter Hall, has been a great success and lived up to the high standards set in previous years. Why?
Well a full house, excellent organisation, catering and entertainment all accommodated in the spectacular
environs of New College, Balliol College and the Oxford Union clearly helped. But the conference is
about much more than just having a nice time. Year on year the committee strives to produce a programme
that is relevant, challenging and thought-provoking and engage participants in a continuing discussion
about key issues throughout and beyond the weekend itself. This year the range and quality of the papers
and the presentations and discussion through the conference did not disappoint.
In 2014 two principal ideas came together.
First, a theme reflected in the overarching title Power to the People? that sought to explore the current

tensions around planning policy and decision-making exemplified by debates about localism v centralism,
the questioning of democratic norms and the challenges to development, whether it is exploiting new
sources of energy or building new homes. We live in an age of major economic, environmental and social
pressures where both professional and political decisions are frequently challenged and the boundaries of
legitimate protest are sometimes stretched; where the lines between policy and procedure, engagement
and acceptance, consultation and protest are sometimes blurred; and where some fundamental questions
about the legitimacy of decision-making, public engagement, consultation and societal acceptance need
to be asked.
Second, 2014 is the centenary of the Royal Town Planning Institute, an event the conference wished

to mark by exploring planning’s historical development, some of its successes and failures and the direction
it might take in the future.
Put this heady mix into the context of a conference that began on the day the result of the Scottish

independence referendumwas announced and it was perhaps inevitable that the role of planning and those
engaged in it, the need for both political and professional leadership, the legitimate limits of radicalism
and the purpose of the law became hotly debated issues.
Dr Hugh Ellis, Head of Policy at the Town and Country Planning Association, set the theme on Friday

evening with a clarion call for planning to engage seriously with today’s issues, the need for courageous
professional and political leadership and the imperative to engage ordinary people both locally and in the
big strategic issues.
Heroes and Villains: Challenge and Protest in Planning the first session on Saturday allowed Simon

Ricketts, Partner at King andWood Mallesons SJ Berwin LLP, and Gita Parihar, Head of Legal at Friends
of the Earth, to discuss their different perspectives on the history, mechanisms and methods by which
planning decisions have been, and are, challenged both within and outwith the current law, where legitimacy
lies and the boundary between policy, procedure and personal and shared moral imperatives. Simon’s
opening Pathé News film showing then Minister of Town and Country Planning Lewis Silkin announcing
his intention to build Stevenage New Town in 1946 reminded us of a different, optimistic age and that
strategic planning decisions are always controversial and face opposition!
An innovation this year was to follow the two talks on challenge and protest with a series of vox pop

delegate interviews and a panel chaired by Michael Humphries QC and involving both Simon Ricketts
and Gita Parihar with other experts which continued the discussion in an informed (and informal) way.
The edited film of the interviews and panel discussion will be available at www.jplc.org.
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Catherine Howard, Senior Associate at Herbert Smith Freehills LLP gave an expert overview of the
practical and legal issues around the controversial search for shale gas through “fracking” and examined
the effectiveness of the 1990 and 2008 planning regimes to provide the decision making mechanisms that
the two stages of exploration and production require. Notting Hill Housing Chief Executive, Kate Davies
shared her practitioner’s view of the current housing crisis, particularly in London, and made a plea for
the entrepreneurial capabilities of housing associations to be unlocked as an important component of
delivering affordable housing in the capital and elsewhere.
The keynote address marking the RTPI centenaryMaking the Past—Delivering the Future was to have

been given by the internationally acclaimed practitioner, academic and author Professor Sir Peter Hall.
Tragically Peter passed away a few weeks earlier and in his honour the conference was dedicated to his
memory. KelvinMacDonald, Senior Visiting Fellow, Department of Land Economy, Cambridge University
and a former conference chair willingly stepped up to the plate at short notice and delivered a tour de
force on the origins of planning, its institutions and legal framework in England, and reflected on the
direction planning needs to take going forward. He challenged the profession to rediscover planning’s
focus, ethics, values and the need for vision. He emphasised the importance of the moral imperative that
energised the early leaders of planning thought and practice and the important link between vision and
implementation.
The Saturday after-dinner speech at the Oxford conference is often an opportunity for some well-honed

humour around planning and legal themes. In 2014 former President of the American Planning Association
and Chief Planning and Development Officer for the city of Raleigh in North Carolina and now
Commissioner of the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation, Mitchell Silver delivered a
passionate address emphasising the challenges that societies across the world face and the difference that
planners and those involved with planning make. His focus was on the importance of understanding
changing trends and the demands theymake, of having an ethically driven planning system that emphasises
equity as well as the economy and environment and for society to "fall in love with planning again"! After
heartfelt and prolonged applause following his address Cath Ranson, President of the RTPI presented
Mitchell with honorary lifetime membership of the Institute.
One of the current coalition government’s key innovations was discussed on Sunday morning as Ruth

Stanier OBE, Director of Planning at the Department of Communities and Local Government and
Operational Director Development Planning atWestminster Council, JohnWalker addressed Local Heroes:
Neighbourhood Planning in Practice. Ruth provided an update of progress on producing neighbourhood
plans in England, their achievements and some of the issues that have emerged through developing practice.
John was unconvinced that neighbourhood plans were achieving anything that could not be delivered
previously in urban areas where there were many difficulties in planning for, organising and achieving
legitimacy in neighbourhood plans, notwithstanding the achievements of neighbourhood planning elsewhere
in the country outside of London.
The conference closed in traditional fashion with Richard Harwood’s comprehensive legal update.

Noting how there has been a doubling in planning judgements in the last two years he discussed how the
courts are interpreting policy, the role and competence of councillors in the decision-making process,
reasons at the time and after the event, the Court’s exercise of discretion and the effect of the Planning
Court.
So, it was over for another year and delegates made their way home to reflect on an event characterised

by thought-provoking, challenging and inspiring addresses; solid practical learning about current practice;
passionate and informed discussion and (hopefully) re-energised and re-equipped to address the challenges
and opportunities that lie ahead!
We were sorry that this year Steven Durno who has been a key background member of the conference

organisation for over 20 years retired from the Law Society. We are grateful for all he did in his quiet and
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ultra-efficient manner and wish him well and hope he will return as our guest in the future. Steven was
replaced by Lori Frecker and Dean Thompson who gave the committee and speakers sterling support and
to whomwe offer our thanks. Once again the bulk of the work in organising the conference fell to Lucinda
Howe of Quadrilect. Lucinda truly is the conference’s backbone and we (and the Chairperson in particular)
are in her debt for all she did in enabling the 2014 event to take place so successfully.
The committee are grateful to all the speakers who gave their time and effort unstintingly to prepare

papers and presentations of the highest quality and to the delegates who once again came in numbers to
contribute to an outstanding conference.
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